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JTDMS: AN OBJECT ORIENTED APPROACH TO TELEMETRY
ATTRIBUTES MANAGEMENT

Jon Morgan
Computer Science Corporation

Federal Sector Group
Edwards Air Force Base

ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of the telemetry attributes management system used to support the
Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing System (ADAPS) at the Air Force Flight Test Center
(AFFTC). The Joint Test Data Management System is an object-oriented system used to store telemetry
attributes. JTDMS accepts telemetry attributes in a variety of formats and provides setup files for the
ADAPS system.
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INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Data Acquisition and Processing System (ADAPS) program office manages the
development of flight test telemetry data processing tools at the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC).
ADAPS functions as the telemetry data processing system engineering activity for the Range Division’s
three mission control facilities.

Two ADAPS systems are used for telemetry data processing. The Real-Time / Post Flight Processing
System (RT/PFP) was developed for the AFFTC by Computer Science Corporation (CSC). RT/PFP also
provides Engineering Units (EU) data to the Interactive Analysis and Display System (IADS), developed
by Symvionics Inc. Supporting these two systems is the Joint Test Data Management System (JTDMS)
developed by the Computer Science Corporation. JTDMS functions as the telemetry attributes
management system for ADAPS.



BACKGROUND

JTDMS is the second generation of telemetry attributes management software developed by CSC for the
Range Division. During the early 1990’s, CSC developed a client server based telemetry attributes
management system for the Ridley Mission Control Center’s (RMCC) Post Flight Processor (PFP)
Upgrade project. This web-based intranet system was constructed to manage post flight product
information and processing. The telemetry attributes management system under development by the Air
Force was cancelled in 1996. A new telemetry attributes management system using technology from the
PFP Upgrade system was proposed by CSC as a replacement. The first version of the JTDMS was
completed only two months later to support RT/PFP development testing.

JTDMS OVERVIEW

JTDMS began as a C language based system running on SGI hardware. JTDMS could parse an Aircraft
Information Management System (AIMS) keystream and load it into an ORACLE database. This
database included parameters telemetered from the test aircraft and derived parameters (formulas, etc)
produced on the ground. A L-3 Communications O/S 90 flat-file would be created according to user
specifications from data contained in the ORACLE database. JTDMS has evolved into a C++ object
oriented system using the Linux operating system, running on low cost PC hardware. The JTDMS
Graphical User Interface (GUI) is constructed with the TCL/TK toolkit. JTDMS now consists of input
components, output components and a central data structure used to manipulate telemetry objects. Figure
1 contains the TCL/TK GUIs available for the JTDMS user.

Figure 1. LINUX JTDMS INTERFACE
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Figure 2. JTDMS ARCHITECTURE

In figure 2, each box represents a software module that is used to translate telemetry attributes
information to/from the given file format type.  Each software module is loaded at execution time by the
host system as needed.  This component-based architecture provides the ability to support new and or
different telemetry attributes file formats without significant modifications to JTDMS.

The central data structure of JTDMS stores the type of telemetry object, its name and its attributes. Each
telemetry object may have different attributes associated with it. The set of telemetry object types and
their associated attributes are stored in a data dictionary. The data dictionary is also used to map
attributes to database tables. The design of the data dictionary allows it to be enhanced with new
telemetry objects or new attributes without modifying a single line of JTDMS source code.

Since every telemetry object has been generalized into a telemetry object type and a list of attributes,
which may have one or more values, the core set of software does not need to be modified to support
new attributes or new object types. Example object types are: PARAMETER, which is any Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM) parameter; DERIVED_PARAMETER, which is a derived parameter such as a
formula; CHART, which is a strip-chart recorder definition; CHART_GROUP, which is a logical group
of strip-chart recorders.

Example telemetry attributes are: WORD, which is a list of the PCM word time slots used by a
PARAMETER; TITLE, which is a plot or listing title used for the PARAMETER; LEFT_LIMIT, which
is the left limit for a strip-chart recorder channel.

Input components are used to import telemetry attributes information from external file formats into the
central data structure. JTDMS provides the ability to import telemetry attributes information from a
variety of file formats. Input components supporting other telemetry attributes file formats can be rapidly
added to JTDMS. Table 1 below lists the telemetry attributes file formats that can currently be imported
into JTDMS.
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Telemetry File Format: Description: Import Export

IRIG 106-99 TMATS IRIG standard TM attributes file format. X

AFFTC Keystream AFFTC Range Division standard TM attributes file
format.

X X

JTDMS Keystream Internal JTDMS telemetry attributes interchange
format.

X X

ADAPS Flat-File ADAPS O/S90 flat file. X

Berg Systems Load File Flat-file used to load Berg Systems hardware X

Excel Tab Delimited File ASCII tab delimited file format. X X

IADS PRN File IADS telemetry attributes load file. X

Terametrix Load File Flat-file used to load Terametrix hardware X
Table 1. Telemetry input file formats supported by JTDMS

The output components of JTDMS export telemetry attributes information from the central data structure
to external file format such as the ADAPS Flat File. The ADAPS O/S90 flat-file is the setup file for the
ADAPS variant of the L3 Communications O/S90 telemetry processor. JTDMS can also generate
telemetry attributes information for other ADAPS system components as needed. The table below lists
the telemetry attributes file formats that can be exported by the JTDMS system.

Both input and output modules utilize modifiable text files to configure module operation. For example,
the TMATS input component module is configured with the following text file. Any type of non-standard
entry that defines telemetry attribute, such as the TMATS OTH or COM fields may be filtered by use of
this file.  In fact, all of the TMATS entries that are to be translated are in this text file.

# Match any entry starting with a C
^C
# "C" conversion section
# polynomial

^C-[0-9]+\\CO(-[0-9]+)?:(.*);$ addattribute COEFFICIENTS \2 FLOAT %TEST

^C-[0-9]+\\DCN:(.*);$setobject \1
^C-[0-9]+\\MN1:(.*);$newattribute DESCRIPTION \1 STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\MN3:(.*);$newattribute UNITS \1 STRING %TEST

#input data type
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:

^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:INT;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE 2S_COMP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:UNS;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE UNSIGNED_BINARY STRING

%TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:SIG;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE SIGNED_MAG STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:ONE;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE 1S_COMP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:TWO;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE 2S_COMP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:OFF;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE OFFSET_BINARY STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:FP;$ newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE IEEE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:OTH;$ donothing
^C-[0-9]+\\BFM:(.*);$bad Unknown Binary format

^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:I754 IEEE-754 Floating Pt createattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE IEEE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:32-BIT IEEE FLOATING POINT createattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE IEEE STRING %TEST



^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:AP-801 FREQUENCY TO DIGITAL newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM INV_POLYNOMIAL STRING
%TEST

^C-[0-9]+\\OTH:.* bad unknown other conversion type
#conversion alg

^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:COE;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM POLYNOMIAL STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:NON;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM NONE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:PRS;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM TABLE_LOOKUP STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:DIS;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM NONE STRING %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:DER;$ bad Unsupported data conversion
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:OTH;$ donothing
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:(.*);$ bad Unknown data conversion

# table lookup
^C-[0-9]+\\PS3-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute RAW_DATA_POINTS_X \1 FLOAT %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\PS4-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute EU_DATA_POINTS_Y \1 FLOAT %TEST

# audio
^C-[0-9]+\\VOI\\E:(CVSD);$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM NONE STRING %TEST

newattribute INPUT_DATA_TYPE CVSD STRING %TEST
# discrete states

^C-[0-9]+\\DICC-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute DISCRETE_STATES\1 INTEGER %TEST
^C-[0-9]+\\DICP-[0-9]+:(.*);$ addattribute DISCRETE_STATE_TITLES \1 STRING %TEST

The configuration file for the TMATS translator consists of entries that match the input text, and then
cause an action(s) to be performed. The example file above is the section of the file that will convert the
TMATS “C” entries. Each line is a list of tab-separated entries.  If there is a “#” mark at the beginning, it
is a comment line.  If there is only one entry on the line, scanning continues at the next line.

When a match with more than one entry on the line is encountered, the actions on that line and any
subsequent lines without patterns are performed. For example, when the TMATS entry C-0\DCT:COE;
is encountered, the following lines are matched:

^C
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:
^C-[0-9]+\\DCT:COE;$ newattribute CONVERSION_ALGORITHM POLYNOMIAL STRING %TEST

The ^C matches the first character of the entry.  The ^C-[0-9]+\\DCT: matches C-0\DCT:.  The ^C-[0-
9]+\\DCT:COE;$ matches the entire entry.  The action newattribute is performed, which adds an attribute
called CONVERSION_ALGORITHM with a string value of POLYNOMIAL to the current object.  An
attempt to match every entry in the TMATS file is performed until the entire file is parsed. The result is a
list of central data structures. These are passed on to follow up processing such as insertion into the
ORACLE database or printed in another text file format.

LINUX JTDMS

JTDMS was ported to Linux from IRIX recently. This migration was trivial. Once it was ported (approx.
10 code changes), it has been simple to keep the code in a state that it will compile on both IRIX & Linux
during the transitional period. This transition has provided a low cost high performance replacement for
the Ranges SGI servers used for telemetry attributes management. The Range previously used Origin 200
servers each with two R10000 processors for this task. Today the SGI servers are being replaced with
single processor Pentium III systems that yield a performance increase of over 4 times over the SGI.

See
example
below



THE FUTURE OF JTDMS

JTDMS continues to be enhanced to support new AFFTC requirements. Support for the asynchronous
data merge and asynchronous sub-frame PCM formats was recently added. In the future, the output
component modules will be upgraded to make them more configurable. Support is currently being added
to support conditional parameters. JTDMS could be ported to Windows 2000. The current ORACLE
database may be replaced with a free database management system to reduce deployment costs. As
organizations are consolidated at the AFFTC, JTDMS may soon be used to generate setup information
for data acquisition systems.
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